At Cerno’s core is a friendship that dates back to when the three founders became close friends as young boys, growing up in Laguna Beach, California. Bret Englander, Daniel Wacholder, and Nick Sheridan share a love for the ocean, the natural environment, and a passion for design, and building things. They also share a belief in the infinite power of human creativity, which is what led them to start their business back in 2009.

Eleven years later, their toolbox and capabilities are far more robust than when they were getting started. Today, in addition to their standard product offering, they have amassed an impressive portfolio of custom projects. The following pages are a sampling of a few of the custom projects Cerno has worked on over the last several years.
These values are Cerno’s North Star, functioning as both a guiding light and a focal point. We respect people, we respect our raw materials and where they originate, and we respect processes. We are firm believers in continual improvement, which keeps our passion for innovating and manufacturing in Southern California burning bright.

VALUES

- Respect Others
- Tell The Truth
- Be Fair
- Try New Ideas
- Ask Why
- Keep Your Promises
- Do Your Share
At the top of Cerno’s Code of Conduct sits “Respect Others.” Respect is the most fundamental ingredient in creating a positive environment and desirable work culture. People feeling respected and open to learning new ideas results in a team that produces a higher quality light fixture or piece of furniture.

We are grateful for every individual that is a part of our collaborative creative process.
OCEAN PRIME
NEW YORK
Location: New York
Designer/Architect: ICRAVE
Restaurant
Product: Custom Bar Lights
w/ Convenience Outlet and Drum Pendants
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OCEAN PRIME
NEW YORK

Location: New York
Designer/Architect: ICRAVE
Restaurant
Product: Custom Drum Pendant
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OCEAN PRIME
BEVERLY HILLS

Location: Beverly Hills
Designer/Architect: ICRAVE
Restaurant
Product: Custom Pendant
1900 SPRING

Location: Oak Brook
Designer/Architect: Wright Heerema Architects
Lobby
Product: Custom Drum Lights

Gold Powdercoated Finish on Interior
Black Powdercoated Finish on Exterior
OCEAN PRIME
BEVERLY HILLS

Location: Los Angeles
Designer/Architect: ICRAVE
Restaurant
Product: Custom Cymbal Pendants
SOUTH OF NICK’S

Location: Laguna Beach
Designer/Architect: Charles Ramm
Restaurant
Product: Custom Bar Lights

Field adjustable up to 72”

Custom Vix 34 Fixtures
Oiled Walnut wood finish
Black Anodized metal finish
MASCALZONE

Location: Houston
Designer/Architect: Roberto Garbugli
Restaurant
Product: Custom Apple Crate Pendant and Custom Spoon Chandelier
BILTMORE HOTEL

Location: Phoenix
Product: Libri
DEL FRISCOS
IRVINE

Location: Irvine
Designer/Architect: SF Jones
Restaurant
Product: Custom Drum Pendant
DEL FRISCOS
PASADENA

Location: Pasadena
Designer/Architect: SF Jones
Restaurant
Product: Custom Booth mounted Valeo and Drum Pendant
HILTON HONORS PROTOTYPE

Location: Cerno
Designer/Architect: Wolcott
Hotel
Product: Custom Tersus w/translucent Hilton Honors "HH" lettering backed by a light diffusing polymer
KO OLINA

Location: Cerno
Designer/Architect: Philpotts Interiors
Hotel
Product: Custom
RALD CUSTOM SQUARE VIX

Location: Young Residence  
Designer/Architect: RALD  
Residential  
Product: Custom Square Vix

natural oiled walnut  
brushed aluminum
X VIRGA

Location: Cerno
Product: Custom Virga
Location: Cerno
Hotel
Product: Custom Vesper with room numbers and braille
(ADA Compliant letter and numbers)
SESSIONS

Location: San Francisco
Designer/Architect: Lundberg Design
Restaurant
Product: Custom Linear Pendant
with up and down lighting
PRIVATE LAW FIRM

Location: Chicago
Designer/Architect: Interior Architects
Office/Library
Product: Custom Valeo Sconce
LA BREA BAKERY

Location: Los Angeles
Designer/Architect: SF Jones
Restaurant
Product: Custom Pendants and Wall Sconces
STATION PARK GREEN

Location: Northern California
Designer/Architect: CDC
Multi-Family
Product: Custom Sconce and Pendant
OFFICE LOBBY

Location: New York
Lighting Consultant: Staci Ruiz
Office
Product: Custom Revelite
SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY

Location: Texas
Designer/Architect: Essential Light
Library
Product: Custom Revelite